A "three-terminal series-parallel-cascade graph" is defined as a three-terminal* graph which is constructed by means of cascade connections in addition to series and parallel connections which were used in constructing a three-terminal series-parallel graph in our previous paper. Some properties of the graph are presented, and a theorem of the Kuratowski type is given stating that a threeterminal nonseparable graph is three-terminal series-parallel-cascade if and only if none of certain three graphs can be obtained from it by opening or shorting some of the edges. This theorem characterizes a three-terminal series-parallelcascade graph completely, and clarifies its structual limitation.
INTRODUCTION
Three-terminal series-parallel networks or graphs have been studied from various points of view [l-4] . In our previous paper [l], we defined a threeterminal series-parallel graph as a three-terminal graph which is constructed by repeated use of only specific series and parallel connections, so that the electrical network underlying such a graph can be analyzed by applying the sum of immittance matrices repeatedly. As a result, we obtained the theorem of the Kuratowski type that a three-terminal nonseparable graph is threeterminal series-parallel if and only if it has none of certain graphs as its subcontraction.
In this paper, we first define a three-terminal series-parallel-cascade graph as a three-terminal graph which is constructed by repeated specific cascade connections in addition to series and parallel connections, so that the electrical network underlying such a graph can be analyzed by applying the sum of immittance matrices or the multiplication of chain matrices repeatedly. The three-terminal series-parallel-cascade networks are expected to be more useful in electrical network synthesis , because the set of the networks obviously includes that of three-terminal series-parallel networks in proper. 344 We use the term "forbidden subgraphs (or subcontractions)" to characterize a three-terminal series-parallel-cascade graph as they were used for the characterization of a planar or a three-terminal series-parallel graph [I, 5, 61 .
As the main result of this paper, we present a theorem of the Kuratowski type stating that a three-terminal nonseparable graph is three-terminal series-parallel-cascade if and only if it has none of the three types of graphs shown in Fig. 8 as its subcontraction.
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
Let G( V, E) (or, simply, G) denote a (undirected) graph consisting of a finite set V of vertices and a finite set E of edges. Note that in the context of this paper a graph G may have self-loops; also it may have muhiple edges betyeen two vertices. DEFINITION 1. A graph G is called a two-terminal graph when two distinct vertices of V are designated as the terminul vertices of G. Similarly, when three distinct vertices of V are designated as the terminal vertices of G, G is called a three-terminal graph. DEFINITION 2. A two-terminal graph G is said to be two-terminal nonseparable, when the graph obtained by adding an edge between the pair of terminal vertices of G is a nonseparable graph. Similarly, when the graph obtained by adding an edge between each of the respective pairs of the terminal vertices of a three-terminal graph G is a nonseparable graph, G is said to be three-terminal nonseparable. The resulting graph Gc is called an ad0 graph of G (or a graph with a cycle) in both cases (Fig. 1) . It is noted that all the terminal vertices are distinct from each other, and also that self-loops are looked upon as separable components in a graph. The class of two-terminal nonseparable graphs includes the two-terminal graph consisting of only a couple of isolated vertices, and the class of three-terminal nonseparable graphs includes the three-terminal graph consisting of only three isolated vertices, as the simplest examples. Being a two-or three-terminal nonseparable graph implies being a two-or three-terminal graph, respectively. A two-or three-terminal nonseparable graph represents a physical network in which every element affects the relevant network function(s).
The simple removal of an edge from G is called qzrqing that edge. Similarly, shorting an edge of G refers to the following operation: the pair of incident vertices of the edge is coalesced (into one vertex) and the edge is removed from the resulting graph. DEFINITIQN 3. Suppose E,, and ES are two sets of edges in a graph G( V, E), such that EO , ES C E and EO n ES = a. After opening all edges of EO and shorting all edges of ES, the resulting graph GSC is called a subcontraction of G where isolated vertices produced by the removal of the edges,are removed.
This original definition is a little modified when G is a three-(or two-) terminal graph, as most of the G's appearing in this paper are; every terminal vertex of G is preserved for that of GSC , where an isolated one produced by the removal of edges remains a terminal vertex in GSC, while two or three of them coalesced into one vertex are regarded as one terminal vertex in GSC, and then GSC is a two-(or one-) terminal graph. When a distinction is necessary, we call GSC a subcontraction of G with preserved terminal vertices, and denote it by GgC = GIEO , ES] or simply GSC < G.
THREE-TERMINAL SERIES-PARALLEL-CASCADE

GRAPHS
Now, we define four kinds of connections which are used to construct three-terminal series-parallel-cascade graphs. Let two graphs G1( VI , Er) and G&V2 9 E2) have no vertex in common; i.e., VI n V2 = a. By a series connection we mean the operation of coalescing one of the terminal vertices of a two-terminal graph Gz with one of the terminal vertices of a threeterminal graph G1 . Figure 2a illustrates a series connection; note that the resultant graph is taken as a three-terminal graph with terminal vertices i',j and k. By a parallel (I) comection between G1 and Gz, we mean the operation of coalescing two of the terminal vertices of a three-terminal graph G1 with the two terminal vertices of a two-terminal graph Gz , as illustrated in Fig. 2b . And by a parallel (II) connection between two three-terminal graphs G1 and Gz, we mean the operation of coalescing each of the three terminal vertices of G1 with a distinct terminal vertex of Gz ~ as illustrated in Fig. 2c . In either case, the terminal vertices i, j, and k of G1 are also the terminal vertices of the composite graph. Both the parallel (I) and the
Illustrations of (a) the series, (b) the parallel (I), (c) the parallel (II), and (d) tlse cascade connections or removals.
parallel (II) connections are called simplyparallei comzections when distinction between them is not necessary. The connection shown in Fig. 2d is called the cascade connection which is the operation to coalesce two term.inal vertices j and k of a three-terminal graph G1 with two terminal vertices i' and k' of a three-terminal graph Gz , respectively, such that i, j', and k are taken as new terminal vertices in the composite graph. For convenience, we call i, j, and k (or j', i', and k') the nonjunction terminal, the junction terminal, and the common terminal of G1 (or Gz) in the cascade connection, respectively.
The reverse operations of the connections are called removals. By the series removal of Gs from G, we mean the removal of a two-terminal graph G2 from a three-terminal graph G, leaving the resulting three-terminal graph G1 with a new terminal vertex i instead of if, as shown in Fig. 2a . By the parallel (I) or parallel (II) removal of Gs from G, we mean the removal of a two-terminal or a three-terminal graph Gz from a three-terminal graph G, Ieaving the resulting three-terminal graph G1 as shown in Figs. 2b or c, respectively. In these cases, the terminal vertices of G1 are also i, jY and k which are also the terminal vertices of G. Both the parallel (I) and the parallel (II) removals are called, simply, parallel removals. By the cascade removal of Gz from G, we mean the removal of a three-terminal graph Gz from a three-terminal graph G, leaving the resulting three-terminal graph G1 with the new terminal vertices i, j, and Jc, as shown in Fig. 2d .
The definition of a three-terminal series-paralIe1 graph (abbreviated as 3-5% graph) proposed in [l] is extended to an inductive definition of a threeterminal series-parallel-cascade graph (abbreviated as 3-SIC graph) as follows: The restrictions imposed on component graphs in Definition 4 guarantee the formulation of the analysis of an electrical network underlying a 3-SPC graph in terms of the sum of immittance matrices and the multiplication of chain matrices.
Parts (1) and (2) This fact is also true for 3-SP graphs. The Property is interesting compared with the fact that a two-terminal series-parallel graph is 3-colorable [7] .
PRELIMINARY LEMIVIAS
We will give some lemmas and terminology in this section to make the proof of the main theorem in the next section more elegant. LEMMA 1. A subcontraction of a 3-SPC graph with preserved terminal vertices is dso 3-SPC $ it is three-terminal nonseparable.
Proof. Let G( V, E) be a 3-SPC graph with respect to the terminal vertices I, 2, 3 and assume a subcontraction Gsc of G to be a three-terminal nonseparable graph, where Gnc = GIEO,Es], E,,,EsCE, and EonEs= ~3. Let EOs = E,, u Es , and let G'(V', E') be a two-terminal nonseparable graph which occurs on a certain step of the generating process of G where V' L V, E' c E, and E' f~ EOs # a. We can assume without loss of generality that the generating process of G is divided into three parts, ordered as follows:
(1) Gb becomes GI after repeating the connections of (2)(a-d) appropriately;
(2) GI becomes G2 by the connection with G' of (2)(a) or (c) ( Let G" = G'[E' n E. , E' n E,?] and G(r) = G[E' n E,, , E' n Es], then it follows that Gfl consists of either (i) some edges that make G" two-terminal nonseparable, (ii) one vertex only, or (iii) two vertices only (for details, refer to the proof of Lemma I in [l]). These three cases will be discussed separately as follows:
(i) The case when G" consists of at least one edge: Tf we use G" instead of G' in part (2) of the generating process of G, we can obtain G(l) mstead of G; therefore, GoI is 3-SPC by Definition 4.
(ii) The case when G" consists of a vertex only: Let us first consider the case where (2)(c) is used in part (2), as shown in Fig. 5b . Then, it is obvious that we can obtain Go) instead of G if we skip the part (2) in the generating process of G (note GI must be connected, otherwise the series connection is not applicable to GJ; hence, Go) is 3-SPC.
Next consider the case where (2)(a) is used in part (2) as shown in Fig. 5a ; let G be connected, because the case when G is disconnected is trivial; here, we can also assume without loss of generality that part (3) of the generating process of G is divided into three parts as follows:
(3-l) Gz (consisting of GI and G') becomes Gs with Gpsc by repeating (2)(a-d) (Fig. 6a, b) ? either Gz becomes G4 with a connected two-terminal nonseparable graph Gs which is connected with vi of Gz by series connection (Fig. 6a) , or Gs becomes G'* with a connected three-terminal graph Gc which is connected with q and vlL of Gs by cascade connection (Fig. 6b) , and (3-3) G4 or G'4 becomes G by repeating (2)(a-d). Here, the terminal vertices of Gs are vi , v'j , an Us , and those of G4 and G'$ are v'~ , ~1'~ , and 11,: . Gs or Gc must exist, otherwise G(l) and, hence, Gsc may be a two-terminal graph, contrary to the assumption. GDsc may or may not exist. Gs should be connected for the existence of Gs or Gc. If Go) for such G is a three-terminal nonseparable (in other words, if no separable component appears when G' is subcontracted into one vertex in order to produce Go)), then the subcontraction GJE' n E. , E' n Es] of Gs is a connected two-terminal nonseparable graph with terminal vertices ZJ~ and v'~ , and the graph obtained from Gc by coalescing v$ and vk is also a connected two-terminal nonseparable graph with terminal vertices v'~ and vk . Hence G4[E' n E. , E' n Es] (or G4'[E' n E. , E' n EJ) is a connected 3-SPC graph. Therefore, Gu) is obviously 3-SPC, since we can obtain G(l) instead of G if we use 3-SPC graph GJE' IT E. , E' n Es] (or G'JE' n E,, , E' n Es]) in place of G4 (or G'*) in the generating process (3-3) of G. Next, if G(l) has separable components, then the edge set Ese of such components must be such that E.Te C Eos, because Gsc < G") and Gsc is three-terminal nonseparable by the assumption. Therefore, the graph G@) = Gcl)[Ese n E. , ES8 f? IZJ is surely three-terminal nonseparable. Moreover, GtzJ is 3-SPC, since we can obtain Gcz) instead of G if we use the connected 3-SPC graph GKE' CJ Ed n 4, , F' u KJ n -KJ C or G'J(IZ' U I&) n I?,, T (E' U Ese) n ES]) in place of G4 (or G'4) in the generating process (3-3) of G.
(iii) The case when G" consists of two vertices only: Similarly as the case above, it can be shown that G(l) or Gc2) exists and is 3-SPC.
Each of the edge sets of G(l) and Gc2) is properly included in E and, Gsc < G(l), G@); hence, after iteration of the above reductions for all edges of EOS , G(l) or G@) becomes Gsc ; that is Gsc is 3-SPC. > Q.E.D.
The notation G -VS stands for a graph obtained from G(V, E) by removing all vertices of a subset V8 of V and by deleting all edges incident with vertices of V8 . When uI and vz are two distinct vertices of a connected graph G, we say that VS separates uI and v2 if they are in different connected components of G -VS. c(i, 2, 3) denotes a (simple) cycle which passes through vertices 2 and 3, but not 1. Let VS and Ve be two disjoint subsets of V, then a path joining VS and Va means a path which begins with a vertex of VS and ends with a vertex of Ve , but which does not pass through any other vertices of V$ U Ve . p(vS , VJ denotes a path which begins with a vertex V~ and ends with a vertex v8 . Two paths p(vS , VJ'S are called disjoint vS -v@ paths if they have no vertices in common other than IJ~ and IJ~ . Two paths, two cycles, or a path and a cycle are said to be disjoint if they have no vertices in common, and are also said to be disjoint except vC if they have no edges and vertices in common other than V~ . Disjoint v8 -v8 paths are disjoint except 21~ and II& .
MENGERTHEOREM. The minimum number of vertices separating two nonadjacent vertices v$ and v8 is the maximum number of disjoint vS -V~ paths [8 J.
In short, we say that a graph G is series, parallel, or cascade nonseparable if series, parallel, or cascade removals are not applicable to G, respectively. (1, 2, 3 ) of C2 is written by the sum p&l, 3) + p&3, 1) of two disjoint l-3 paths, and f v& and V~ denote the jirst vertices at which p&3, 1) andp&3, 1) meet ~ (1, 2, 3) , respectively, then ~ (1, 2, 3) and c(1,2, 3 ) are chosen such that both Us and V~ are none of 1, 2, and 3.
ProojY (a) We show that if one of Cl , Cz, and CS is empty, then the other two of them are nonempty, as follows: G is nonseparable according to Lemma 2a, as G is series-nonceparable. Therefore, there exists in G a cycle passing through any pair of vertices by the Menger theorem. Suppose CI is empty (the other case when Cz or Cz is empty, is omitted because the case is the same as the case of CJ, then there exists in G a cycle ~(1, 2, 3) passing through 1, 2, and 3, otherwise there exists no cycle passing through 2 and 3. We write the c( 1, 2, 3) as c(l,2, 3) = 1 * VI . 2 . Vz * 3 . Vz. 1
where Vz (x = 1, 2, 3) is the multiplication of vertices, and Vz also means the set of vertices appearing in Vc; then each of V1 , Vz , and VS has at least one vertex, since G is parallel (I)-nonseparable with respect to every pair of terminal vertices so that all terminal vertices of G are nonadjacent by Lemma 2b; and G -{l, 2}, G -{2, 3}, and G -{3, 1} are all connected because G is parallel(I)-nonseparable.
Since G -{l, 2) is connected, there is in G a path p(vS , re) = vS . VD . cS joining V1 Fig. 7a ; namely, C2 is nonempty. Similarly Cs is also nonempty since G -{l, 3} is connected. Thus, at least two of Cl, Cz, and C8 are nonempty. QED.
LMA~~ THEOREM ok A 3-SK GRAPH
We are ready to introduce the main theorem in this paper. The proof given below looks rather lengthy, but it wil1 be understood without difficulty with the aids of the lemmas prepared above.
THEOREM.
A three-terminal nonJeparable graph G is 3-SPC $and onI]) f G has none of Gy2 , Gfh , and Gf6 , shobvn in Fig. 8, as ProojI Necessity: It is evident Gfz , Gf4, and Gf6 are not 3-SPC, though they are three-terminal nonseparable; however, according to Lemma 1, a subcontraction of a 3-SPC graph with preserved terminal vertices must be 3-SPC if it is three-terminal nonseparable; therefore, none of them must exist in G as a subcontraction.
Sufficiency: Let us suppose a three-terminal graph G with terminal vertices 1, 2, and 3 to be three-terminal nonseparable but not 3-SPC. lf we apply series, parallel and cascade removais to G, as far as possible, we ultimately obtain a three-terminal graph G(l) which is series-, parallel-, and cascade-nonseparable. Obviously, the G U) is not identical with Gb of Fig. 3 , and G > G(l). Let CI , Cz , and C8 be the sets of c(i, 2, 3)'s, ~(1, 2, 3)'s, and ~ (1, 2, 7) 's of G(l), respectively, then all of them are nonempty by Lemma 4. We write ~ (1, 2,3) as where Va and V6 are the multiplications of vertices, they also mean the sets of vertices, and both of them are nonempty. Let p represent the set of paths joining {3} and Va u Vb but passing through neither 1 nor 2. By Lemma 3(b), P includes two paths P&3, qJ = 3 + Va * vE and ~~(3, vR) = 3 . VB . vR , where Us , II~ E Va u Vb , and pa and pB are disjoint except 3. We will show that G(l) > G f2 > G f4 3 cx GfG > by discussing two cases separately as follows:
(1) The case when Us E Va and u8 E V'*: §ince G(l) is parallel nonseparable, G(l) -{l, 2, 31 is connected by Lemma 2c. Hence, there is in G(l) -{ 1, 2, 3} a path q(vs , VJ joining Va u VE and Vb u VB such that q is disjoint with ah of c~, p=, and p. except us and v~, i.e., G(l) contains a subgraph consisting of es , -pa , p6 , and q, as shown in Fig. 9a . ' We can easily subcontract this subgraph into Gfz of Fig. 8a by shorting appropriate edges. Therefore G(l) .> G f2 * ( 2) The case when we can choose no pair of paths pti and pB for any cs E Cs such that V~ E Va and vB E Vb: Let us suppose, without loss of generality, that 21~ , I+ E Vb , and that rti locates nearer than ~1~~ from 2 on the path pb . We write pb(2, 1) = 2 Vb . 1 = 2 . VI . zIa . v2 . ZlB . vs . 1 referring to Fig. 9c . §ince G(l) -{ 1, 2, 3} is connected, there is in 6(l) a path q(v,y , VJ joining V, and Vb u Vu U V. , such that q is disjoint with cz, pa , and pB except us and v8 . Let Q = {q(vs , v~)}. Suppose ZIP E Vti (or VB) for q = vs . V. . [I~, then the path 3 ... V~ . Vq . vz which belongs to P, ends with a vertex of Va and is disjoint with pB (or pa) except 3, as shown in Fig. 9b. 3$j2 4gjy 1qIIJiz$ This fact contradicts the assumption in Case 2. fn other words, this case reduces to Case I. Thus, v@ E Vb . Q is divided into three disjoint subsets QI 2 Qz > and Qs which correspond to v4 E VI u {Us}, Vz , or Vz u {v~], respectively. We will discuss three possible cases separately as follows:
(2-l) The case when we can choose cz , pa 3 and pD in G(l) such that Qz # 0 : Figure 9c shows the arrangement of C~ , pa , pB , and q in Gcl), where q E Q2 . Obviously, the graph consisting of C~ , pm , pD , and q is a subgraph of (2-3) The case when Qz = @ and either QI or QS = D for any choice of cS, pE , and pB : We will show that this case is not possible as follows: We can suppose that QI # @ and Qz = QS = ,@ for all possible choices of c3 , pa , and pD . Let ql = vS . Vg . V~ , where qI E Qr . We divide Vr(C VJ into three disjoint subsets V'l , {v& and Vl, such that 2 . VI . va = 2 . V'l . ve . V'l . Us as shown in Fig. lla . We also suppose that the part V~ . Vl . vE of Vb is the shortest for a certain choice of es, pa, pB , and qI . After making the choice first, the following facts (a-c) follow: and q1 except z+.~ and Vet: If G(l) has such r, it goes to G(l) of Case 1 when uTe E VE LJ VD u {3], G(l) of Case (2-l) when v,~~ E Vz, and G(l) of Case (2-2) when vYe E Vs u {v~}. lf vYe E VT u {vu] and vrs E Va , then the path r E Q1, and the path vV8 *.. vu on c3 is shorter than the path v& . Vl . vE as shown in Fig. 1 la, contrary to the assumption. If vYe E Vl u {vu) and Vet E Vg, then the same contradiction results.
(b) There exists in Go) neither the path r(vTs , vr6) joining V'r u {2} and VT u Vz u V3 u {vE , v~}, nor the path P(srs , cTe) joining Vz u V3 u {vB] and VI , where the path r is disjoint with c3 , pa , p. , and ql except vr8 and According to (a)-(c), every path ~(2~ 3) without passing through 1 in G(l) always passes through V~ and Us . Hence, such G(l) has no c(i, 2, 3). Thus, by Lemma 4, G(l) is not cascade-nonseparable. This result contradicts the assumption on G(l). Therefore, case (2-3) is not possible.
As mentioned above, we have shown that Go' > Gfz 9 Gf4, or Gf6 . Since G > G(l), it results that G > Gfz, Gf4, or 6f6 . Thus, we have proved the sufficiency.
QED.
CONCLUSIQN
We defined a 3-SPC graph making use of cascade connections in addition to series and parallel connections, and showed some of the fundamental properties. In particular, we proved that a three-terminal nonseparable graph is 3-SPC if and only if it has none of certain graphs as its subcontraction. We present other characterizations of 3-SPC, 3-SP, and 3-N §P (threeterminal series-parallel in a narrow sense) graphs in the Appendix, where we use the terms "homeomorphic subgraph," etc., instead of the term "snbcontraction" as Kuratowski used the term to characterize planar graphs. These characterizations include some dual theorems (in the sense of duality in matroid theory [g-10] ). These results formulate a colmplete system to characterize 3-SPC, 3- §P, and 3-NSP graphs, and clarify the structural limitations of the networks obtained by means of series, parallel, and cascade connections. Besides, we briefly discussed the coloring of a 3-SPC graph.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix we will further discuss 3-SPC graphs, but from a point of view slightly different from that in the text. First, we give some definitions. We call shorting either of two series edges shrinking the edge, and call opening either of two parallel edges thinning the edge. A. shrinking subgraph Gs8 of G is a graph obtained from G by opening and shrinking some edges of a graph G. Especially, we call the Gss a homeomorphic subgraph when the operation of the shrinking edges is done later than that of the opening edges. A thinning contraction Gtc of G is a graph obtained from G by shorting and thinning some edges of a graph G. Here, we should pay the same attention to the isolated terminal vertices of Gss and Gtc as we did to those of the subcontraction Gsc below Definition 3. As a dual of an ad0 graph, we define an adY graph Gs of a three-terminal graph G (or G with a star) as a graph consisting of G, an extra vertex, and the three edges, each of which is incident with each terminal vertex of G and with the extra vertex. We call the graph defined only by (I), (2)(a) and (c) of Definition 4 in the text a 3- §p graph in a narrow sense (abbreviated as 3-NSP graph), where we replace "3SPC" in Definition 4 with "3-NSP." That is, a 3-NSP graph is a graph generated from Gb of Fig. 3 only by the application of series and parallel(lL) connections. The underlying graph of a star-delta or a ladder Z-port network corresponds to a 3-NSP graph.
We will give some theorems below without the proofs since most of them are very lengthy or, sometimes, more tedious. 13 . A three-terminal nonseparable graph G is 3-NSP $ and only ij" G has neither GfI nor GfS , shown in Fig. 13 , as a subcontraction with preserved terminal vertices.
